
Setting scenes outside is still the safest choice, with Covid-19 being reportedly less
transmissible in the open air.

Smaller shoots are safer shoots. This applies to talent in front of the camera as well
as behind. Consider the number of actors featured in a scene and avoid crowd
scenes all together. This becomes even more critical if deciding to shoot inside.

N.B. Agency and advertisers should avoid attending shoots where possible.

Avoid scenes that will make social distancing impossible - particularly for sustained
periods e.g., multiple people in a car.

During this period of national lockdown the CPI are suggesting the following as a
guide to getting a script made:

Please note the following points are in addition to previous CPI issued guidelines. 
Please see www.commercialproducersireland.com for further information.

Outside is Better

Smaller Shoots Are Better

Make Social Distancing Possible

Avoid placing action in locations which will always be heavily populated, in particular
areas of housing and city centre spaces. Residents/the public will have concerns

about people/a shoot coming into their area during Covid-19 and this needs to be
respected.

Avoid the Public

It may be preferable to shoot at a private location, as it’s easier to control the
environment. O�ces, stately homes and iconic buildings could potentially be more
available than usual and give the added bonus of o�ering more space behind the

camera for teams to be appropriately distanced.

Private Locations

POSITIVE ACTIONS
Filming Reboot 



Shooting in several locations with multiple cast is high risk and expensive in terms
of Covid-19 safety measures. One location with no base moves and everything

within walking distance is the best way to go.

Avoid Multiple Cast

Consider building a set instead of filming on location. While set builds are more
expensive they o�er the greatest amount of control for a Producer. There is less risk

of your shoot being cancelled because of changes in lockdown levels. It is a safer
environment for cast & crew to work in.

Studio Build

Minimal travel is the most secure option for the coming months, with shooting within
the travel area to avoid the need for hotels and B&B which may only be open to

essential workers and long term residents.

Minimise Travel

Take into account that access to props and wardrobe is restricted 
and allow for appropriate lead times.

Consider Art Department Limitations

It is recommended that Covid-19 testing be in place for crew and cast who cannot
socially distance whilst on set.

** This is guidance designed to help you get your commercial made - not legal
advice. Everyone involved in productions needs to comply with the law 

and CPI Shooting Guidelines. **
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